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Tracklist

A1 In The Spotlight 2:57
A2 Dozen Summers Behind 2:36
B1 Braces 3:06
B2 Nippon Lolita Substitute #2 1:06

Notes

Limited to 275 copies. Comes with 3 inserts.

Comments about Braces - Nicole 12
Adoraris

I don't understand why this is not allowed to be sold on discogs?
Zicelik

Decent EP from Nicole 12. "In The Spotlight" and "Nippon Lolita Substitute" are actually really good
tracks, and the other two aren't bad either. Not that groundbreaking, and it doesn't stand out from
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the massive amount of other noise there is all that much, but if I found it for cheap enough, I'd
snatch it up. I'm not a huge fan of Nicole 12 in general, in fact I don't like most of his work, but this
EP, and especially the track "In The Spotlight", with its pulsing bass and grating, evil vocals, are
very much worth a listen if you're into this sort of terrible thing. Grating, puerile, vile, sick shit,
regrettably a bit short, but it's a damn good listen.
Kakashkaliandiia

the guy behind nicole 12 is a black metal legend!! with his bands clandestine blaze and deathspell
omega after he took over vocals from the original morw raw great vocalist, but in deathspell omega
he is more complex musically extremely lengthy vocals and complex satanic poetically/biblical
written lyrics....nicole 12 is something i like 1 percent. i don't understand why people like this
power/noise music simple to make and seems pointless (though final solution did 2 good 7"s) when
he is a master in his BLACK METAL BANDS....p.s. wonder why discogs finally banned
nsbm/rac...suck i use to buy that stuf a lot here they lose out on this ebay type
ban/censorship...unless it's because jews took over discogs too is my only understanding.....now i
can't get all the loads of OOP nsbm/rac bands...but oh satanic/pagan/rap music is OK to sell as well
as pedo power noise music...strange then again would explain A LOT! since jews love pedo stuff as
well as own the porn industries in hollywood so....sad!.....r.i.p. nsbm/r.a.c....
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